GREENVILLE PERFORMING ARTS CENTER

Bury The Dead

MIFA ONE ACT PLAY STATE FESTIVAL AWARDS

EXCELLENT AWARDS:
ACTING: Carter Brandt as “Private Levy”
LIGHTING: Clara Chapin, Katie Kent, Trevor Musser
MAKEUP: Courtney DeSpelder, Stacey Freeman, A.J. Leyson, Amy Meyer, Nicole Sly, Julia Stump, Katie Wall, Jessica Wilson
COSTUMES: Sarah Clark, Gia Tammaone, Rachel White, Emily Wysocki

SUPERIOR AWARD:
ACTING: Brandon Cory as “Private Driscoll”
ACTING: Mary Wilhelm as “Martha Webster”
LOBBY DISPLAY: Entire Company

WINNER OF THE GOLDEN HANDTRUCK FOR TOUR LOAD IN/LOAD OUT.
CLASS A, DIVISION II RECIPIENT
RANKED #10 IN THE STATE FOR 2007-2008

Congrats on the best One Act Season in GHS History!